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Introduction
This manual explains how to make ROI (Region Of Interest) files that you can use in
your analysis through the Brain Decoder Toolbox (BDTB).

You need the following tools to make ROI files.
You can obtain them from the following sources.
・SPM (ver.5 is assumed)
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/
・WFU PickAtlas (ver.2.4 is assumed)
http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/software/PickAtlas
・MRIcro
http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/
This manual explains only how to make ROI files.
Please refer to the each tool’s manual for detailed information about it.
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Functional ROI
The ROI is defined as the area that is active during a ROI session.
1. Perform a ROI session analysis using SPM
2. Show the results of the analysis in the “Graphics” window.
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3. Click the “whole brain” button, and information about voxels will be shown in the
Graphics window.
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4. Select the group of voxels that you want to use as a ROI by clicking the “mm mm mm”
column.
Then the font color of the coordinate value will change to red, and a red arrow will
appear in the brain image.

5. On the MATLAB command window, input and run the following code.
>> [x, i] = spm_XYZreg(‘NearestXYZ’, ans, xSPM.XYZmm);

①

>> A = spm_clusters(xSPM.XYZ);

②

>> C = find(A==A(i));

③

>> roi = xSPM.XYZmm(:, C);

④

>> roi(4,:) = xSPM.Z(:, C);

⑤
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The brief explanation of the above procedure:
The variable “ans” contains the coordinate value that is selected in 4.
In ①, get the cluster ID that includes the coordinate value.
In ②, get the cluster ID list of each voxel.
In ③, get the index of the selected group of voxels.
In ④, get the coordinate values of the group of voxels.
In ⑤, get the intensity of the group of voxels.
Finally, the data is put into a 4(x,y,z,intensity) x number of voxels format
and saved into the variable ”roi”.
(Please refer to the help of each function for more detailed information)

6. Save variable “roi”.
In BDTB, the default names of ROI files are “VOX_*”.
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Structural ROI
The ROIs are defined according to the brain structure.
1. Run “WFU PickAtlas”.
a. On the MATLAB command window, input
>> wfu_pickatlas
b. Run SPM, and select “wfupickatlas” from “Toolbox:”.
2. Make a ROI and save it as an image file on WFU PickAtlas.
3. Convert the ROI image file based on the standard-brain into that based on the
individual-brain.
(Please skip this process when your analysis is based on standard-brain)
i. Normalize individual data (ex. 3D) by SPM.
This process is needed only to get the parameter file for ROI image file
conversion. Don’t normalize the data that you’ll analyze.
ii. Run SPM, and select “TASKS” – “Util” – “Deformations” from the menu bar in the
“Graphics” window.
iii. Select “New “Inverse”” at “Deformations” – “Composition” in the “Graphics”
window.
iv. Select “New “Imported _sn.mat”” at “Deformations” – “Composition” – “Inverse” –
“Composition”.
v. Specify the “*_sn.mat” file (ex. 3D_sn.mat), that was created in the normalizing
process (i), at “Deformations” – “Composition” – “Inverse” –“Composition” –
“Imported _sn.mat”.
vi. Specify the individual brain image file (ex. 3D.img), that was used in the
normalizing process (i), at “Deformations” – “Composition” – “Inverse” –
“Image to base inverse on”.
vii. Specify the ROI image file, that was created in 2., at “Deformations” – “Apply to”.
viii. Click the “Run” button, and the converted ROI file is created.
4. Perform a ROI session analysis using SPM
5. Select “yes” at “ROI Analysis”, this parameter appears between “mask with other
contrast(s)” and “title for comparison” in “Result” process.
If the parameter doesn’t appear, please make sure the directory of WFU PickAtlas is
on the MATLAB path.
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6. Select “Saved File” at “ROI analysis from”.

7. Specify ROI image file that you created (and normalized).
8. Show the result in “Graphics” window.
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9. Make ROI file by the same method of 3.~ in Functional ROI.
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Hand-made ROI
Specify the area on the brain image manually, and save it as ROI.
1. Open the brain image that you’ll analyze with “MRIcro”.
2. Specify the area that you want to use as a ROI with the “Region of Interest” tool.
3. Select “ROI” – “Export ROI as Analyze image…” at the menu bar, and save the area
as a ROI image file.
4. The Analyze format image file is created, so use it as the mask in the same way as 5.~
in Structural ROI.
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History
Change address to contact 2012/08/07
Ver. 1.0

2011/06/15
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Contact
Brainliner Developer Team
Research Engineer in ATR Intl. Computational Neuroscience Labs
brainliner-admin@atr.jp
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